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Space, Books, Fiction, Thai, Chinese, English, Philosophy, History, Art, Paintings, Art History, Graphic Design, Sign Favorite Last Time, Unpack BackBeat FIT 2100 Preview 2019 Fitness Headphones Wireless Battery 7 Hours. Water is a great way to check out the gym speakers. BackBeat FIT 2100
review good sound fitness headphones, 7 hours continuous battery life. From Platronix نم بلطي   Plantronics BackBeat FIT 2100 1 ةعامسلا. هذه  تافصاوم  كل  رهظتل  . BackBeat FIT 2100 5.0 י : ووولب י : ووولب مدت   33 10 م /  يكلسال : قاطن  ةيقوأ   99 /. 28 ز ةينقتلا : تانايبلا  نزولا   Cumshot HFP 1.7P 1.2³ A2DP 1.3%
AVRCP = 1.5 1.2 3: ووولا ننوووتت  % Speaker Size = 13.5.mm Frequency response: 20= –= 20,000= hz= Sensitivity level: 94= dbspl=max=volume=microphone:=mems=microphone=dsp= Listening duration = : up to 7 hours = Call duration = : 7 hours = Water and dust protection level = : ip57= deepsleep:=
Max= 6 months = Charging = Charging = 15 = minutes = listen to music = 1 = hour, = full charge, take = 2 = hours = battery capacity 115 = mah = Connectable = 2= Simultaneous machine = Other Features= Interesting= Play music = Stop music = Play the next song or play the previous song=
Command= siri= Yes= Press and end the call= Built-in microphone can be spoken= Connected to device = 2= Simultaneous machine = (switchable)= There is an application for sharing to use other features. Settings= tap,= View the remaining battery status= or even firmware update= etc. = 2.=
Connecting headphones to = iphone and smartphone = android= Other = Etc= Long press and hold on the right earphone = 4= Seconds= until you see a flashing red light= then release your hand= into the settings = bluetooth= (in = iphone= go to= settings=&gt; دت ووونلب )  PLT BBFIT2100 BLE &lt;/3%&gt;It
is also recommended to download the BackBeat app for iOS or Android devices to customize your headphones. The features in BackBeat FIT 2100 are unusual. The backbeat app, along with other special features, will be written on the review page. 3. It's easy to use and control basic applications and
controls. Enable press and hold the button on the right earpiece for two seconds to hear the sound of playback while telling the battery level. Turn off the button on the right earpiece for 4 seconds to hear power, to activate sound with a single click on the left earpiece, to reduce sound by pressing the right
earpiece 3 times. The main points to talk about these BackBeat FIT 2100 headphones are the design of shots and materials. Connect to your smartphone device, wear and control the sound quality of the headset and the quality of the microphone designed for the first time to see and touch backBeat FIT
It's a great design. It doesn't look too big or too small the material is good quality and strong. A strong belt area and uninterrupted while jogging (tested for running 21 km and through comfortable),) headphones are designed to be IP57 waterproof, making it easy to exercise with sweat and water. It does
not slip, falls from the ears and does not tighten until it causes pain in the ear. Using Bluetooth 5.0, it saves power and connects to long distances, which, from a walking test about 80 meters from the iPhone, also showed a good reception. It's a great place to listen to music and keep your iPhone in the
closet while exercising in the gym. There is also an optional application that makes the use of headphones more useful, such as updating the firmware of the headset, modifying the headphone controls individually, and changing the sound for multilingual headphones, in addition to The Thai language. The
BackBeat FIT 2100 is not an earpiece. You can also hear the car or the people around you. This is important, lightweight, inc. and does not fall off during exercise. If you are running a marathon, tell me if the battery is on the test (test). Intuitive control buttons are designed to be great and look at the same



piece as headphones. There are not many buttons that do not press correctly, with an easy-down touch to touch (on the left earpiece) or to play the music stop, press the right earpiece. The sound quality of the headset and the quality of the microphone are considered intermediate to good sound quality,
which, if you want to have a clearer bass, should be placed in the right position or closest to the ear hole. Generally, the sound that comes out is not too heavy or too sharp. My favorite part is the way to find out the status of the headphones that are on, power off, the remaining battery level, etc., we do not
need to check the app to see the number of battery remaining. Mike's personal opinion is that the middle class is still in the middle. While we're on the phone. But when it comes to getting off the field regular exercises and a lot of bad battery this one on it! Available in 3 colors: black, red and blue, the price
is 3990 baht. For more details on all sites, &gt; products with a maximum warranty of 2 years, just register after purchase here for the next round of reviews, check out the comments of runners who tested this headset and followed by the BackBeat app.
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